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• LIGO: Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory 

• Senses fractional arm displacements (strain) of 10-21
 

→ changes in length of ~2×10-16 cm 
=1/500 of charge radius of proton 
→ like measuring distance to Proxima Centauri to the width 
of a human hair 

• A tour de force of precision measurement: 
40 kg “test masses” suspended from from fused silica 
fibers, multi-stage pendula, active seismic isolation 
 
20 W laser power → 100 kW circulating in arm cavities 
 
Thermal deformation of mirrors must be compensated by 
ring heaters and CO2 lasers 
…

Rep. Prog. Phys. 72 (2009) 076901 B P Abbott et al

2. Gravitational waves

The essence of general relativity is that mass and energy
produce a curvature of four-dimensional space–time, and that
matter moves in response to this curvature. The Einstein
field equations prescribe the interaction between mass and
space–time curvature, much as Maxwell’s equations prescribe
the relationship between electric charge and electromagnetic
fields. Just as electromagnetic waves are time-dependent
vacuum solutions to Maxwell’s equations, GWs are time-
dependent vacuum solutions to the field equations. GWs are
oscillating perturbations to a flat, or Minkowski, space–time
metric, and can be thought of equivalently as an oscillating
strain in space–time or as an oscillating tidal force between
free test masses.

As with electromagnetic waves, GWs travel at the
speed of light and are transverse in character, i.e. the strain
oscillations occur in directions orthogonal to the direction
in which the wave is propagating. Whereas electromagnetic
waves are dipolar in nature, GWs are quadrupolar: the strain
pattern contracts space along one transverse dimension, while
expanding it along the orthogonal direction in the transverse
plane (see figure 1). Gravitational radiation is produced
by oscillating multipole moments of the mass distribution
of a system. The principle of mass conservation rules
out monopole radiation, and the principles of linear and
angular momentum conservation rule out gravitational dipole
radiation. Quadrupole radiation is the lowest allowed form
and is thus usually the dominant form. In this case, the GW
field strength is proportional to the second time derivative
of the quadrupole moment of the source, and it falls off in
amplitude inversely with distance from the source. The tensor
character of gravity—the hypothetical graviton is a spin-2
particle—means that the transverse strain field comes in two
orthogonal polarizations. These are commonly expressed in
a linear polarization basis as the ‘+’ polarization (depicted in
figure 1) and the ‘×’ polarization, reflecting the fact that they
are rotated 45◦ relative to one another. An astrophysical GW
will, in general, be a mixture of both polarizations.

GWs differ from electromagnetic waves in that they
propagate essentially unperturbed through space, as they
interact only very weakly with matter. Furthermore, GWs
are intrinsically non-linear, because the wave energy density
itself generates additional curvature of space–time. This
phenomenon is only significant, however, very close to strong
sources of waves, where the wave amplitude is relatively
large. More usually, GWs distinguish themselves from
electromagnetic waves by the fact that they are very weak.
One cannot hope to detect any waves of terrestrial origin,
whether naturally occurring or manmade; instead one must
look for very massive compact astrophysical objects, moving
at relativistic velocities. For example, strong sources of GWs
that may exist in our galaxy or nearby galaxies are expected to
produce wave strengths on Earth that do not exceed strain levels
of one part in 1021. Finally, it is important to appreciate that
GW detectors respond directly to GW amplitude rather than
GW power; therefore the volume of space that is probed for
potential sources increases as the cube of the strain sensitivity.

time

h

Figure 1. A GW traveling perpendicular to the plane of the diagram
is characterized by a strain amplitude h. The wave distorts a ring of
test particles into an ellipse, elongated in one direction in one
half-cycle of the wave, and elongated in the orthogonal direction in
the next half-cycle. This oscillating distortion can be measured with
a Michelson interferometer oriented as shown. The length
oscillations modulate the phase shifts accrued by the light in each
arm, which are in turn observed as light intensity modulations at the
photodetector (green semi-circle). This depicts one of the linear
polarization modes of the GW.

3. LIGO and the worldwide detector network

As illustrated in figure 1, the oscillating quadrupolar strain
pattern of a GW is well matched by a Michelson interferometer,
which makes a very sensitive comparison of the lengths of
its two orthogonal arms. LIGO utilizes three specialized
Michelson interferometers, located at two sites (see figure 2):
an observatory on the Hanford site in Washington houses
two interferometers, the 4 km-long H1 and 2 km-long H2
detectors; and an observatory in Livingston Parish, Louisiana,
houses the 4 km-long L1 detector. Other than the shorter
length of H2, the three interferometers are essentially identical.
Multiple detectors at separated sites are crucial for rejecting
instrumental and environmental artifacts in the data, by
requiring coincident detections in the analysis. Also, because
the antenna pattern of an interferometer is quite wide,
source localization requires triangulation using three separated
detectors.

The initial LIGO detectors were designed to be sensitive
to GWs in the frequency band 40–7000 Hz, and capable of
detecting a GW strain amplitude as small as 10−21 [2]. With
funding from the National Science Foundation, the LIGO sites
and detectors were designed by scientists and engineers from
the California Institute of Technology and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, constructed in the late 1990s, and
commissioned over the first 5 years of this decade. From
November 2005 to September 2007, they operated at their
design sensitivity in a continuous data-taking mode. The data
from this science run, known as S5, are being analyzed for
a variety of GW signals by a group of researchers known as
the LIGO Scientific Collaboration [4]. At the most sensitive
frequencies, the instrument root-mean-square (rms) strain
noise has reached an unprecedented level of 3 × 10−22 in a
100 Hz band.

Although in principle LIGO can detect and study GWs
by itself, the potential to do astrophysics can be quantitatively
and qualitatively enhanced by operation in a more extensive
network. For example, the direction of travel of the GWs and
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A global network of grav. wave 
observatories
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GW150914: first light
• Chirp recorded at LLO and 

7 ms later at LHO during 
pre-observing engineering 
operations 

• Swept from 35 to 250 Hz in 
0.2 seconds 

• An earsplitting signal with 
S/N=24, after whitening can 
plainly seen in spectrogram 
and heard in audio!

• Inspiral and merger of two 
stellar-mass black holes 
as predicted by general 
relativity

LVC 2016, PRL, 116, 061102



GW150914: first light
• Surprising properties… 

Masses: 36 + 29 → 62 M  
3 M  radiated in GWs! 
 
Much heavier than BHs known in X-
ray binaries → low-metallicity 
formation scenario 
 
Spins weakly constrained, but 
nowhere near maximal: 
<0.7 + <0.9 → ~0.6 

• Distance: ~400±200 Mpc, z~0.09 

• Stringent tests of general relativity… 
Best ever measurement of graviton 
mass: λg>1013 m, mg<10-22 eV

LVC 2016, PRL, 116, 061102
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qualitative framework. Quantitatively, Belczynski et al. (2010a)
and later Mapelli et al. (2013) and Spera et al. (2015) showed that
adopting the latest wind prescriptions(Vink 2008) significantly
increases the stellar mass at core collapse and thus the maximum
BH mass that can form from single stars, although the exact
relation between initial mass and final BH mass depends on the
details of the wind prescription (see Figure 1).

Stellar rotation can lead to angular momentum transport and
extra mixing in the stellar interiors. In extreme cases, the
evolution of the star can be significantly altered, avoiding
expansion of the star into a giant (Maeder 1987). It has been
proposed that rapid rotation, especially at low metallicities,
where winds and associated angular momentum losses are
weaker, or in close binaries, where tides may replenish the
angular momentum, may play a significant role in the
formation of more massive BHs(de Mink et al. 2009; Mandel
& de Mink 2016; Marchant et al. 2016). Nevertheless, there are
no calculations that find BHs more massive than 30 :M unless
the metallicity is lower than :Z .

Stellar properties at core collapse and the ensuing compact-
remnant masses have also been shown to depend, albeit much more
weakly, on the treatment of microphysics in stellar structure and
evolution codes, especially on assumptions regarding convective
overshooting and resultant mixing(Jones et al. 2015). Finally, Fryer
et al. (2012) and Spera et al. (2015) investigate how basic properties
of the SN explosion might affect remnant masses at different
metallicities. They show that remnant masses in excess of ;12 :M
at :Z (;30 :M at 1/100 :Z ) are formed through complete
collapse of their progenitors. Therefore, the masses of BHs in
“heavy” BBH mergers only carry information about the evolution
leading up to the collapse and not about the SN mechanism.

The measured masses of the merging BHs in GW150914
show that stellar-mass BHs as massive as 32 :M (the lower
limit on the more massive BH at 90% credible level) can form
in nature. Given our current understanding of BH formation
from massive stars, using the latest stellar wind, rotation, and
metallicity models, we conclude that the GW150914 BBH most
likely formed in a low-metallicity environment: below ;1/2 :Z
and possibly below ;1/4 :Z (Belczynski et al. 2010a; Mapelli
et al. 2013; Spera et al. 2015).

It is, in principle, possible that “heavy” BHs are formed
through indirect paths that do not require a low metallicity, but
we consider this very unlikely. For example, the formation of
“heavy” BHs through the dynamical mergers of lower-mass
BHs with massive stars in young clusters has been considered.
However, these models adopt the optimistic assumption that in
such mergers, even for grazing collisions, all of the mass is
retained, leading to significant BH mass growth(Mapelli &
Zampieri 2014; Ziosi et al. 2014). Stellar collisions in dense
stellar environments (see Portegies Zwart et al. 1999) could
potentially produce stars massive enough to form “heavy” BHs,
but these objects are also subject to strong winds and intense
mass loss unless they are stars of low metallicity (e.g.,
Glebbeek et al. 2009). Finally, formation of “heavy” BHs from
the mergers of lower-mass BHs in clusters is unlikely because
most dynamically formed merging BBHs are ejected from the
host cluster before merger (Rodriguez et al. 2015, see their
Figure 2).

3.3. BBH Masses from Isolated Binary Systems

The fact that the majority of massive stars are members of
binary systems with a roughly flat mass-ratio distribution
(Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007; Sana et al. 2012; Kobulnicky et al.
2014) provides the opportunity for BBH formation in isolated
binary systems. In that case, the masses of BHs depend not
only on the initial mass of the star and metallicity, but also on
any binary interactions. The development of binary population
models focused on the formation of double compact objects
goes back to Kornilov & Lipunov (1983) and Dewey & Cordes
(1987), but the first population models to account for BBH
formation appeared a decade later starting with Tutukov &
Yungelson (1993). Several groups have explored different
aspects of BBH formation from isolated binaries at varying
levels of detail(many reviewed by Kalogera et al. 2007;
Vanbeveren 2009; Postnov & Yungelson 2014). Models find
that BBH formation typically progresses through the following
steps: (i) stable mass transfer between two massive stars,
although potentially non-conservative (i.e., with mass and
angular momentum losses from the binary), (ii) the first core
collapse and BH formation event, (iii) a second mass transfer

Figure 1. Left: dependence of maximum BH mass on metallicity Z, with =:Z 0.02 for the old (strong) and new (weak) massive-star winds (Figure 3 from Belczynski
et al. 2010a). Right: compact-remnant mass as a function of zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS; i.e., initial) progenitor mass for a set of different (absolute) metallicity
values (Figure 6 from Spera et al. 2015). The masses for GW150914 are indicated by the horizontal bands.
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GW151226: the Boxing Day event

from 35 Hz to a peak amplitude at 450 Hz. The signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) accumulates equally in the early inspiral
(∼45 cycles from 35 to 100 Hz) and late inspiral to merger
(∼10 cycles from 100 to 450 Hz). This is different from the
more massive GW150914 binary for which only the last 10
cycles, comprising inspiral and merger, dominated the
SNR. As a consequence, the parameters characterizing
GW151226 have different precision than those of
GW150914. The chirp mass [26,45], which controls the
binary’s evolution during the early inspiral, is determined
very precisely. The individual masses, which rely on
information from the late inspiral and merger, are measured
far less precisely.
Figure 1 illustrates that the amplitude of the signal is less

than the level of the detector noise,where themaximum strain
of the signal is 3.4þ0.7

−0.9 × 10−22 and 3.4þ0.8
−0.9 × 10−22 in LIGO

Hanford and Livingston, respectively. The time-frequency
representation of the detector data shows that the signal is not
easily visible. The signal is more apparent in LIGO Hanford
where the SNR is larger. The SNR difference is predomi-
nantly due to the different sensitivities of the detectors at the
time. Only with the accumulated SNR frommatched filtering
does the signal become apparent in both detectors.

III. DETECTORS

The LIGO detectors measure gravitational-wave strain
using two modified Michelson interferometers located in
Hanford, WA and Livingston, LA [2,3,46]. The two
orthogonal arms of each interferometer are 4 km in length,
each with an optical cavity formed by two mirrors acting as
test masses. A passing gravitational wave alters the

FIG. 1. GW151226 observed by the LIGO Hanford (left column) and Livingston (right column) detectors, where times are relative to
December 26, 2015 at 03:38:53.648 UTC. First row: Strain data from the two detectors, where the data are filtered with a 30–600-Hz
bandpass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside this range and band-reject filters to remove strong instrumental spectral lines [46].
Also shown (black) is the best-match template from a nonprecessing spin waveform model reconstructed using a Bayesian analysis [21]
with the same filtering applied. As a result, modulations in the waveform are present due to this conditioning and not due to precession
effects. The thickness of the line indicates the 90% credible region. See Fig. 5 for a reconstruction of the best-match template with no
filtering applied. Second row: The accumulated peak signal-to-noise ratio (SNRp) as a function of time when integrating from the start of
the best-match template, corresponding to a gravitational-wave frequency of 30 Hz, up to its merger time. The total accumulated SNRp

corresponds to the peak in the next row. Third row: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) time series produced by time shifting the best-match
template waveform and computing the integrated SNR at each point in time. The peak of the SNR time series gives the merger time of
the best-match template for which the highest overlap with the data is achieved. The single-detector SNRs in LIGO Hanford and
Livingston are 10.5 and 7.9, respectively, primarily because of the detectors’ differing sensitivities. Fourth row: Time-frequency
representation [47] of the strain data around the time of GW151226. In contrast to GW150914 [4], the signal is not easily visible.

PRL 116, 241103 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending
17 JUNE 2016

241103-2

• GW150914’s little brother: 
Masses: 14 + 29 → 21 M  
1 M  radiated in GWs

• Masses similar to dynamical 
measurements of known X-ray 
binaries 
→ wide range of supported 
progenitor masses & metallicities 

• Shows why matched filtering is 
essential: S/N=13, but hardly 
anything to see in raw data 

• The first GW detection of BH 
spin: primary spin is at least 
a1≥0.2 at 99% confidence

LVC 2016, PRL, 116, 241103
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follow a line of constant chirp mass 8.9þ0.3
−0.3M⊙, and

constrain the mass ratio to be greater than 0.28. The
posterior distribution is not consistent with component
masses below 4.5M⊙ (99% credible level). This is above
the theoretical maximum mass of a neutron star for
common equations of state [66,67]. Thus, both components
are identified as black holes.
Compact binary coalescences act as standard sirens

[68,69]. Their luminosity distance can be extracted from
the amplitude of an observed signal provided the orienta-
tion of the orbital plane can be determined. Information
about whether the orbit is face-on, edge-on, or in between is
encoded in the two polarizations of the gravitational wave.
However, the two LIGO detectors are nearly coaligned and
the source of GW151226 is likely to be located close to the
maxima of the directional responses of both detectors [3].
Consequently, it is difficult to extract the polarization
content, and therefore the orientation of the orbital plane.
As a result, the luminosity distance is only weakly con-
strained to be 440þ180

−190 Mpc, corresponding to a redshift of
0.09þ0.03

−0.04 assuming a flat ΛCDM cosmology [62].
Component spins affect the relativistic motion of the

binary but often have only subtle effects on the gravita-
tional waveform. Therefore, we can only extract limited
information about the spins. Figure 4 (left) shows the
probability density functions of the mass-weighted combi-
nations of orbit-aligned spins χeff [70,71] and in-plane
spins χp [72] for the precessing spin waveform model. The
same figure (right) shows the individual spins of the
component black holes. The posterior density functions

inferred from the precessing and nonprecessing spin wave-
form models indicate that χeff is positive at greater than the
99% credible level; therefore, at least one of the black holes
has nonzero spin. We find that at least one black hole has a
spin magnitude greater than 0.2 at the 99% credible level.
Only weak constraints can be placed on χp, suggesting that
the data are not informative regarding spin-precession
effects [5].
To test whether GW151226 is consistent with general

relativity, we allow the coefficients that describe the
waveform (which are derived as functions of the source
parameters from the post-Newtonian approximation
[26–28] and from fits to numerical relativity simulations)
to deviate from their nominal values, and check whether
the resulting waveforms are consistent with the data [73].
The posterior probability densities of the coefficients
are found to center on their general relativity values.
Additionally, both the offsets and widths of the posteriors
for the post-Newtonian inspiral coefficients decrease sig-
nificantly when analyzing GW150914 and GW151226
jointly, in some cases to the 10% level, as discussed in [5].
The waveform models used are consistent with general

relativity simulations. Figure 5 shows GW151226’s wave-
form reconstruction (90% credible region as in [57]) using
the nonprecessing spin templates employed to find the
signal and extract parameters, plotted during the time
interval with the most significant SNR. Also shown is a
direct numerical solution of Einstein’s equations [38,74,75]
for a binary black hole with parameters near the peak of the
parameter estimation posterior.

FIG. 4. Left: Posterior density function for the χp and χeff spin parameters (measured at 20 Hz) compared to their prior distributions.
The one-dimensional plot shows probability contours of the prior (green) and marginalized posterior density function (black) [58,59].
The two-dimensional plot shows the contours of the 50% and 90% credible regions plotted over a color-coded posterior density
function. The dashed lines mark the 90% credible interval. Right: Posterior density function for the dimensionless component spins,
cS1=ðGm2

1Þ and cS2=ðGm2
2Þ, relative to the normal of the orbital plane L̂. Si and mi are the spin angular momenta and masses of the

primary (i ¼ 1) and secondary (i ¼ 2) black holes, c is the speed of light and G is the gravitational constant. The posterior density
functions are marginalized over the azimuthal angles. The bins are designed to have equal prior probability; they are constructed linearly
in spin magnitudes and the cosine of the tilt angles cos−1ðŜi · L̂Þ.

PRL 116, 241103 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending
17 JUNE 2016

241103-5

Disco ball plots
Posterior probability distribution of 

in-plane and out-of-plane 
components of each BH’s spin. 

Important for constraining 
formation channel: aligned spins 
associated with isolated binary 

evolution vs. strongly misaligned 
associated with dynamical 

capture

LVC, arXiv:1606.04856
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FIG. 4. Posterior probability densities of the masses, spins and distance to the three events GW150914, LVT151012 and GW151226. For the
two dimensional distributions, the contours show 50% and 90% credible regions. Top left: component masses msource

1 and msource
2 for the three

events. We use the convention that msource
1 � msource

2 , which produces the sharp cut in the two-dimensional distribution. For GW151226 and
LVT151012, the contours follow lines of constant chirp mass (M source = 8.9+0.3

�0.3 M� and M source = 15.1+1.4
�1.1 M� respectively). In all three

cases, both masses are consistent with being black holes. Top right: The mass and dimensionless spin magnitude of the final black holes.
Bottom left: The effective spin and mass ratios of the binary components. Bottom right: The luminosity distance to the three events.

a greater impact upon the inspiral. We find that smaller spins
are favoured, and place 90% credible bounds on the primary
spin a1  0.7 for GW150914, a1  0.7 for LVT151012, and
a1  0.8 for GW151226. In the case of GW151226, we infer
that at least one of the components has a spin of � 0.2 at the
99% credible level.

While the individual component spins are poorly con-
strained, there are combinations that can be better inferred.
The effective spin ceff, as defined in Equation 6, is a mass-
weighted combination of the spins parallel to the orbital an-
gular momentum [71–73]. It is +1 when both the spins are
maximal and parallel to the angular momentum, �1 when
both spins are maximal and antiparallel to the angular mo-
mentum, and 0 when there is no net mass-weighted aligned
spin. Systems with positive ceff complete more cycles when
inspiralling from a given orbital separation than those with
negative ceff [70, 110]. While ceff has a measurable effect
on the inspiral, this is degenerate with that of the mass ratio
as illustrated for the lower mass inspiral-dominated signals in
Fig. 4.

Observations for all three events are consistent with small
values of the effective spin: |ceff|  0.17, 0.28 and 0.35 at
90% probability for GW150914, LVT151012 and GW151226
respectively. This indicates that large parallel spins aligned or
antialigned with the orbital angular momentum are disfavored.

It may be possible to place tighter constraints on each com-
ponent’s spin by using waveforms that include the full effects
of precession [39]. This will be investigated in future analy-
ses.

All three events have final black holes with spins of ⇠ 0.7,
as expected for mergers of similar-mass black holes [111,
112]. The final spin is dominated by the orbital angular mo-
mentum of the binary at merger. Consequently, it is more pre-
cisely constrained than the component spins and is broadly
similar across the three events. The masses and spins of the
final black holes are plotted in Fig. 4.

The spin of the final black hole, like its mass, is calcu-
lated using fitting formulae calibrated against numerical rel-
ativity simulations. In [38] we used a formula which only in-
cluded contributions from the aligned components of the com-
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Sky location and distance
• Sky location inferred from 

triangulation of times, phases, and 
amplitudes on arrival → bimodal 
rings of100–1000 of deg2 with only 2 
detectors 

• Distance inferred by signal amplitude 
and directional antenna patterns, but 
degenerate with inclination 
       → ~400 ± 200 Mpc for 
             GW150914-like BBH mergers



The future is bright!
• EM counterparts of LIGO 

sources 

• Central engine vs. external 
fireball and ejecta 

• Pinpoint host galaxy, 
determine formation 
environment 

• Standard sirens: Calibration-
free rung on cosmological 
distance ladder 

• Explain cosmic abundance of 
heavy elements – “bling nova”

• Explain nature of short GRBs 

• …and (uh oh): challenge 
whether stellar BBHs are truly 
barren of matter!

Understanding the full astrophysical 
richness of compact binaries will take not 
just LIGO, but the broad astronomy 
community across many wavelengths!



DIGGING UP FOSSILS OF NEUTRON 
STAR MERGERS in our own backyard

 

 
Figure 2: Chemical abundances of stars in Reticulum II. 
Panels a-b: Abundances of neutron-capture elements Ba and Eu for stars in Ret II (large red 
points) compared to halo stars23 (small gray points) and UFD stars in Segue 1, Hercules, Leo IV, 
Segue 2, Canes Venatici II, Bootes I, Bootes II, Ursa Major II, and Coma Berenices (medium 
colored points, see references in refs. [11,14,15]). Arrows denote upper limits. The notation 
[A/B] = log10(NA /NB) – log10(NA/NB)sun quantifies the logarithmic number ratio between two 
elements relative to the solar ratio. The [Eu/Fe] ratios of the Ret II stars are comparable to the 
most r-process enhanced halo stars known. All other UFDs have very low neutron-capture 
abundances.  
Panel c: Neutron-capture abundance patterns of elements in the main r-process for the four 
brightest Eu-enhanced stars in Ret II compared to the scaled solar r and s process patterns9 
(purple and yellow lines, respectively). Solar abundance patterns are scaled to Ba. Each star’s 
abundances are offset by multiples of 5. All four stars clearly match the universal r-process 
pattern. The [Eu/Ba] ratios for the three fainter stars are also consistent with the universal r-
process pattern. We used spectrum synthesis to derive abundances of Ba, La, Pr, and Eu. Other 
neutron-capture element abundances were determined using equivalent widths of unblended 
lines. Error bars indicate the larger of 1) the standard deviation of abundances derived from 
individual lines accounting for small-number statistics; and 2) the total [Fe/H] error (including 
stellar parameter uncertainties). Stellar parameter uncertainties for Teff, log g, and 
microturbulence were 150K, 0.3 dex, and 0.15 km s-1 respectively. For the 7th and 9th stars in 
Table 1, the temperature errors were 200K due to low signal-to-noise and few iron lines. !

Ji+ 2016

significance level of this result is not very high at ∼ 94%8 while
the estimated excess is also quite modest, i.e., of order of 4
objects.
Having established a possible connection between the

Magellanic Clouds and the DES satellites, we study the
distribution of the new objects in the plane of the LMC’s orbit.
Figure 20 shows the MW satellites (GCs, dwarfs and DES
satellites) projected onto the plane defined by the vector of the
LMC’s velocity as given in Kallivayalil et al. (2013).9 We also
show the forward- and backward-integrated orbits of the LMC
in two MW potentials with different DM halo concentrations
(c = 10 and c = 25). Colored regions correspond to the
fraction of the Galactic volume covered by the SDSS, VST
ATLAS and DES surveys as projected onto the LMC’s orbital
plane. The three slightly over-lapping surveys have together
covered a large portion of the sky. However, some lacunae still
remain, most notably directly in front of the LMC-SMC pair as
judged by the vector of the LMC motion (black arrow). As
expected, the DES satellites bunch tightly outside the SMC’s
orbit. However, while the objects have similar in-plane
coordinates, not all of our satellites actually lie close to the
orbital plane of the LMC. The distance from the LMC’s orbital
plane is shown in Figure 21. Only, Reticulum 2, Horologium 1
and Eridanus 3 have small heights above the plane ∣ ∣ <z 10LMC
kpc. The distribution of the other six objects do not show any
strong alignment with the LMC’s orbit.
The accretion of the Magellanic system has left behind a trail

of neutral hydrogen. Figure 22 compares the positions of the
DES satellites to the distribution of HI in the Magellanic
Stream as traced by Putman et al. (2003). Curiously, the DES
satellites seem to avoid the high column density portions of the
stream. The spatially distinct behavior of the gas and the stars is

Figure 19. Distance to the Galactic center as a function of the distance to the
LMC. The symbols follow the same scheme as in Figure 18. The blue-white
2D histogram in the background gives the expected density of objects assuming
isothropic distribution on the sky (see text for more details). The red dashed
line defines the “zone of influence” of LMC. The inset shows the distribution of
the number of objects inside the zone of influence as predicted by reshuffling
the position vectors of the known satellites. The red solid line in the inset
shows the actual number of satellites in the “zone of influence” of LMC. We
conclude that the detected objects constitute an overdensity around the LMC
with a significance of 94%.

Figure 20. Distribution of the MW satellites in the orbital plane of the LMC.
The symbols are assigned following the convention described in Figure 18.
Colored 2D histograms reflect the projection of the surveyed volume of SDSS
(blue), VST ATLAS (green), and DES (lilac), with darker shades indicating
nearly complete coverage of the volume out to 250 kpc. Arrow shows the
direction of the LMC’s motion as measured by Kallivayalil et al. (2013). Four
LMC orbits are shown: two integrated forward in time and two backward in
time for two different MW potential, one with a DM halo with concentration
c = 10 and one with c = 24.

Figure 21. Distance from the LMC orbital plane ∣ ∣ZLMC as a function of the
distance from the center of the LMC. Symbols are assigned as before, albeit the
MW globular clusters are gray to aid clarity. Only three of nine new satellites
show alignment with the LMC’s orbital plane. These are Reticulum 2,
Horologium 1, and Eridanus 3.

8 The boundary in the RLMC versus RGC space used for the test is chosen to be
as simple as possible to avoid artificially inflating the p-value.
9 The transformation from the Galactocentric coordinates (X, Y, Z) (Xis
positive toward the Galactic anticenter) to X Y Z, ,LMC LMC LMC shown in Figures
20 and 21 is defined by = − +X X Y Z0.10490391 0.99448236 0LMC ;

= + +Y X Y Z0.14676983 0.015482154 0.98904950LMC ;
= − − +Z X Y Z0.98359229 0.10375516 0.14758415LMC .
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Ultra-faint dwarf galaxy Reticulum II discovered by Dark Energy Survey, 
has 2–3 orders of magnitude higher abundances of r-process elements 
than other MW satellites → evidence for a single r-process 
enrichment event

http://arxiv.org/abs/1512.01558


TO FIND NEUTRON STAR MERGERS, 
look no further than the sea

• Concentration of 244Pu in deep-sea 
sedimentary rock 

• Half-life = 85 My, so no active 
contribution from solar system 

• Lower concentration than expected 
for r-process dominated by 
supernovae (Wallner+ 2015) 

• Low-rate, high-yield process preferred 
over high-rate, low-yield process → 
NS binaries (Hotokezaka+ 2015)

Wallner+ 2015

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015NatCo...6E5956W
http://arxiv.org/abs/1512.01558v2
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015NatCo...6E5956W
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25 observing teams (+LIGO, 
Virgo), 1551 authors
unprecedented: broke ApJL author portal!

ASKAP, LOFAR, MWA, Fermi/GBM, Fermi/LAT, 
INTEGRAL, IPN, Swift, MAXI, BOOTES, MASTER, Pi of 
the Sky, DES/DECam, INAF/GRAWITA, iPTF, J-GEM/
KWFC, La Silla–QUEST, Liverpool Telescope, PESSTO, 
Pan-STARRS, SkyMapper, TAROT, Zadko, TOROS, 
VISTA



SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS from O1 
localization + follow-up campaign

• Prompt, accurate localization of the first LIGO signal 
(although LIGO/Virgo alert sent two days late) 

• Possible 𝛾-ray transient (Fermi GBM, though not seen by INTEGRAL SPI-ACS) 
Connaughton+ 2016, Savchenko+ 2016 

• Follow-up of nearby galaxies with Swift XRT 
Evans, Kennea, Barthelmey+ 2016 

• DECam search for failed missing supergiants/failed SN in LMC 
Annis+ 2016 

• Keck spectroscopy of iPTF candidates <1 hr after discovery images; 
superluminous supernova discovered in iPTF follow-up 
Kasliwal, Cenko, Singer+ 2016 

• DECam (Soares-Santos+), AGILE (Tavani+), XMM (Troja+), Fermi LAT (LAT Collab.), 
Pan-STARRS/PESSTO (Smartt+), Subara+HSC

http://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03920
http://arxiv.org/abs/1602.04180
http://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03868
https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.04199
http://arxiv.org/abs/1602.08764
https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.04198
http://arxiv.org/abs/1604.00955v2
http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.06585
http://arxiv.org/abs/1602.04488
http://arxiv.org/abs/1602.04156


TITLE:   GCN CIRCULAR 
NUMBER:  18337 
SUBJECT: LIGO/Virgo G184098: iPTF Optical Transient Candidates 
DATE:    15/09/20 01:39:01 GMT 
FROM:    Leo Singer at NASA/GSFC  <leo.p.singer@nasa.gov> 

[GCN OPS NOTE(19sep15): This Circular was originally published 
on 03:09 18-Sep-2015 UT.] 

L. P. Singer (NASA/GSFC), M. M. Kasliwal (Caltech), S. B. Cenko 
(NASA/GSFC), V. Bhalerao (IUCAA), A. Miller (Caltech), T. Barlow 
(Caltech), E. Bellm (Caltech), I. Manulis (WIS), A. Singhal (IUCAA), and 
J. Rana (IUCAA) report on behalf of the intermediate Palomar Transient 
Factory (iPTF) collaboration: 

We have performed tiled observations of LIGO/Virgo G184098 using the 
Palomar 48-inch Oschin telescope (P48). We imaged 18 fields spanning 135 
deg2. Based on the LIB localization, we estimate a 2.3% prior probability 
that these fields contain the true location of the source. The small 
containment probability is because the southern mode of the updated 
("LIB") localization was too far south to be observable from Palomar, 
whereas most of the northern mode rose after 12° twilight. 

Sifting through candidate variable sources using image subtraction by both 
our NERSC and IPAC pipelines, and applying standard iPTF vetting 
procedures, we flagged the following optical transient candidates for 
further follow-up: 

iPTF15cyo, at the coordinates: 
  RA(J2000)  =  8h 19m 56.18s (124.984069 deg) 
  Dec(J2000) = +13d 52' 42.0" (+13.878337 deg) 

Our P48 photometry includes: 
  -483 days: R > 20.88 
    +3 days: R = 17.75 +/- 0.01 

The position is consistent with the galaxy SDSS J081956.62+135241.7, whose 
spectroscopic redshift of z = 0.02963 implies an absolute magnitude for 
the transient of M_R = -17.8, suggestive of a supernova. 

iPTF15cyq, at the coordinates: 
  RA(J2000)  =  8h 10m 00.86s (122.503586 deg) 
  Dec(J2000) = +18d 42' 18.1" (+18.705039 deg) 

. . . 

We have obtained Keck II + DEIMOS spectra of all of the above targets. 
We will report our analyses of these spectra shortly. 

Times are relative to the LIGO/Virgo trigger. Magnitudes are in the Mould 
R filter and in the AB system, calibrated with respect to point sources in 
SDSS as described in Ofek et al. (2012, http://dx.doi.org/10.1086/664065).

PALOMAR 
TRANSIENT 
FACTORY 
FOLLOW-UP OF 
GW150914

Kasliwal, 
Cenko, Singer+ 
2016, ApJL



TITLE:   GCN CIRCULAR
NUMBER:  18341
SUBJECT: LIGO/Virgo G184098: Keck II DEIMOS 
Spectra of iPTF Optical Candidates
DATE:    15/09/20 01:53:22 GMT
FROM:    Mansi M. Kasliwal at Caltech  
<mansi@astro.caltech.edu>

[GCN OPS NOTE(19sep15): This Circular was 
originally published on 09:28 18-Sep-2015 UT.]

M. M. Kasliwal (Caltech), S. B. Cenko (NASA 
GSFC), Y. Cao (Caltech) and G. Duggan (Caltech)

report on behalf of a larger collaboration

We obtained spectra of the following iPTF 
candidates with the DEIMOS spectrograph on the 
Keck II telescope on 2015 Sep 17 between approx. 
11.3 and 13.3 UTC. Cross-correlating with 
supernova spectral libraries (SNID and 
Superfit), we find the following candidates are 
unlikely to be related:
iPTF15cym: Supernova, Type II, z~0.055
iPTF15cyo: Supernova, Type Ia, z=0.0296
iPTF15cyq: Supernova, Type II, z=0.063
iPTF15cys: Supernova, Type Ia, z~0.05

In addition, we note that iPTF15cyk is unlikely 
to be related due to its high redshift. 
iPTF15cyn, iPTF14cyp and iPTF5cyt spectra are 
dominated by nuclear continuum. Further analysis 
and follow-up is underway. We thank S. R. 
Kulkarni for the DEIMOS observing time.

KECK CLASSIFICATION SPECTRA 
less than an hour after discovery!

Kasliwal, Cenko, Singer+ 2016, ApJL
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Fig. 4.— Fraction of mergers detectable by a given EM facility as a function of kilonova luminosity (expressed in absolute i-band AB
magnitude). Color and line-styles are same as in Figure 3. Shaded regions denote theoretical predictions for kilonovae (Barnes & Kasen
2013; Kasen et al. 2013) — r-process powered peak (light grey; Mejecta ⇡ 10�1–10�3 M�, vejecta ⇡ 0.1c–0.3c) and Nickel-56 powered
peak (dark grey; Mejecta ⇡ 10�2–10�3 M�). All fractions are relative as an accessibility window of three hours with clear weather is
assumed for all binaries at all facilities and no correction is made for lag in response (Table 1).

Singer+ 2015Kasliwal & Nissanke (2014)

Reach of wide-field surveys into kilonova 
phase space

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015ApJ...806...52S
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2014ApJ...789L...5K
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disfavors low-mass clusters [151]. On the other hand, if all
merging BBHs arise from isolated binaries evolving via the
common-envelope phase, the lower limit on the merger rate
disfavors a combination of very low common envelope bind-
ing energy with a high efficiency of common envelope ejec-
tion [175] (high values of a ⇥ l , as defined in [177–179]),
or very high black hole natal kicks of several hundred km/s
[180]. However, since population synthesis studies have typ-
ically varied one parameter at a time, individual parameter
values cannot be ruled out until the full parameter space is
explored [e.g., 181]. Moreover, the parametrisations used in
existing models may not even capture the full physical uncer-
tainties [e.g., 182, 183].

It is likely, however, that multiple formation channels are
in operation simultaneously, and GW150914, LVT151012,
and GW151226 could have been formed through different
channels or in different environments. A lower limit on the
merger rate cannot be used to rule out evolutionary parame-
ters if multiple channels contribute. Future observations will
be required to test whether binaries can be classified into dis-
tinct clusters arising from different formation channels [184],
or to compare the population to specific evolutionary models
[185–188]. Such observations will make it possible to further
probe the underlying mass distribution of merging BBHs and
the dependence of the merger rate on redshift. Meanwhile,
space-borne detectors such as eLISA could observe heavy
BBHs several years before merger; multi-spectrum observa-
tions with ground-based and space-borne observatories would
aid in measuring binary parameters, including location, and
determining the formation channel by measuring the eccen-
tricity at lower frequencies [189–191].

We can use the inferred rates to estimate the number of
BBH mergers expected in future observing runs. We make
use of the future observing plans laid out in [128] to predict
the expected rate of signals in the second and third advanced
LIGO and Virgo observing runs. To do so, we restrict at-
tention to those signals which will be observed with a false
alarm rate smaller than 1/100yr. In the simulations used to
estimate sensitive time-volumes, 61% of the events above the
low threshold used in the PyCBC rates calculation are found
with a search false alarm rate lower than one per century. The
expected number of observed events will then scale linearly
with the sensitive time-volume hV T i of a future search. The
improvement in sensitivity in future runs will vary across the
frequency band of the detectors and will therefore have a dif-
ferent impact for binaries of different mass. For concreteness,
we use a fiducial BBH system with total mass 60M� and
mass ratio q = 1 [146], to estimate a range of sensitive time-
volumes for future observing runs. The second observing run
(O2) is anticipated to begin in late 2016 and last six months,
and the third run (O3) to begin in 2017 and last nine months.
We show the predictions for the probability of obtaining N or
more high-significance events as a function of hV T i (in units
of the time-volume surveyed during O1) in Fig. 12. Current
projections for O2 suggest that the sensitivity will be consis-
tent with the lower end of the band indicated in Figure 12.
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FIG. 12. The probability of observing N > 10, N > 35, and N > 70
highly significant events, as a function of surveyed time-volume. The
vertical line and bands show, from left to right, the expected sensitive
time-volume for the second (O2) and third (O3) advanced detector
observing runs.

VIII. CONCLUSION

During its first observing run Advanced LIGO has observed
gravitational waves from the coalescence of two stellar-mass
BBHs GW150914 and GW151226 with a third candidate
LVT151012 also likely to be a BBH system. Our mod-
eled binary coalescence search detects both GW150914 and
GW151226 with a significance of greater than 5.3s , while
LVT151012 is found with a significance 1.7s . The compo-
nent masses of these systems span a range from the heav-
iest black hole in GW150914 with a mass of 36.2+5.2

�3.8M�,
to 7.5+2.3

�2.3M�, the lightest black hole of GW151226. The
spins of the individual coalescing black holes are weakly con-
strained, but we can rule out two non-spinning components
for GW151226 at 99% credible level. All our observations are
consistent with the predictions of general relativity, and the fi-
nal black holes formed after merger are all predicted to have
high spin values with masses that are larger than any black
hole measured in x-ray binaries. The inferred rate of BBH
mergers based on our observations is 9–240Gpc�3 yr�1which
gives confidence that future observing runs will observe many
more BBHs.
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The rates presented here are consistent with the theo-
retical expectations detailed in Abadie et al. (2010), but
rule out the lowest theoretically-allowed rates. See Ab-
bott et al. (2016a) for a detailed discussion of the impli-
cations of our rate estimates for models of the binary BH
population.

GW150914 is unusually significant; only ⇠ 8% of the
astrophysical distribution of sources appearing in our
search with a threshold at FARs of one per century will
be more significant than GW150914. However, it is not
so significant as to call into question the assumption used
here that BBH coalescences are distributed uniformly
in comoving volume and source time. As we accumu-
late more BBH sources with ongoing Advanced LIGO
observing runs, we will eventually be able to test this
assumption. Similarly, as we accumulate more sources
and observation time, we will learn more about the mass
distribution of BBH systems. This is only the beginning.
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disfavors low-mass clusters [151]. On the other hand, if all
merging BBHs arise from isolated binaries evolving via the
common-envelope phase, the lower limit on the merger rate
disfavors a combination of very low common envelope bind-
ing energy with a high efficiency of common envelope ejec-
tion [175] (high values of a ⇥ l , as defined in [177–179]),
or very high black hole natal kicks of several hundred km/s
[180]. However, since population synthesis studies have typ-
ically varied one parameter at a time, individual parameter
values cannot be ruled out until the full parameter space is
explored [e.g., 181]. Moreover, the parametrisations used in
existing models may not even capture the full physical uncer-
tainties [e.g., 182, 183].

It is likely, however, that multiple formation channels are
in operation simultaneously, and GW150914, LVT151012,
and GW151226 could have been formed through different
channels or in different environments. A lower limit on the
merger rate cannot be used to rule out evolutionary parame-
ters if multiple channels contribute. Future observations will
be required to test whether binaries can be classified into dis-
tinct clusters arising from different formation channels [184],
or to compare the population to specific evolutionary models
[185–188]. Such observations will make it possible to further
probe the underlying mass distribution of merging BBHs and
the dependence of the merger rate on redshift. Meanwhile,
space-borne detectors such as eLISA could observe heavy
BBHs several years before merger; multi-spectrum observa-
tions with ground-based and space-borne observatories would
aid in measuring binary parameters, including location, and
determining the formation channel by measuring the eccen-
tricity at lower frequencies [189–191].

We can use the inferred rates to estimate the number of
BBH mergers expected in future observing runs. We make
use of the future observing plans laid out in [128] to predict
the expected rate of signals in the second and third advanced
LIGO and Virgo observing runs. To do so, we restrict at-
tention to those signals which will be observed with a false
alarm rate smaller than 1/100yr. In the simulations used to
estimate sensitive time-volumes, 61% of the events above the
low threshold used in the PyCBC rates calculation are found
with a search false alarm rate lower than one per century. The
expected number of observed events will then scale linearly
with the sensitive time-volume hV T i of a future search. The
improvement in sensitivity in future runs will vary across the
frequency band of the detectors and will therefore have a dif-
ferent impact for binaries of different mass. For concreteness,
we use a fiducial BBH system with total mass 60M� and
mass ratio q = 1 [146], to estimate a range of sensitive time-
volumes for future observing runs. The second observing run
(O2) is anticipated to begin in late 2016 and last six months,
and the third run (O3) to begin in 2017 and last nine months.
We show the predictions for the probability of obtaining N or
more high-significance events as a function of hV T i (in units
of the time-volume surveyed during O1) in Fig. 12. Current
projections for O2 suggest that the sensitivity will be consis-
tent with the lower end of the band indicated in Figure 12.
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FIG. 12. The probability of observing N > 10, N > 35, and N > 70
highly significant events, as a function of surveyed time-volume. The
vertical line and bands show, from left to right, the expected sensitive
time-volume for the second (O2) and third (O3) advanced detector
observing runs.

VIII. CONCLUSION

During its first observing run Advanced LIGO has observed
gravitational waves from the coalescence of two stellar-mass
BBHs GW150914 and GW151226 with a third candidate
LVT151012 also likely to be a BBH system. Our mod-
eled binary coalescence search detects both GW150914 and
GW151226 with a significance of greater than 5.3s , while
LVT151012 is found with a significance 1.7s . The compo-
nent masses of these systems span a range from the heav-
iest black hole in GW150914 with a mass of 36.2+5.2

�3.8M�,
to 7.5+2.3

�2.3M�, the lightest black hole of GW151226. The
spins of the individual coalescing black holes are weakly con-
strained, but we can rule out two non-spinning components
for GW151226 at 99% credible level. All our observations are
consistent with the predictions of general relativity, and the fi-
nal black holes formed after merger are all predicted to have
high spin values with masses that are larger than any black
hole measured in x-ray binaries. The inferred rate of BBH
mergers based on our observations is 9–240Gpc�3 yr�1which
gives confidence that future observing runs will observe many
more BBHs.
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The rates presented here are consistent with the theo-
retical expectations detailed in Abadie et al. (2010), but
rule out the lowest theoretically-allowed rates. See Ab-
bott et al. (2016a) for a detailed discussion of the impli-
cations of our rate estimates for models of the binary BH
population.

GW150914 is unusually significant; only ⇠ 8% of the
astrophysical distribution of sources appearing in our
search with a threshold at FARs of one per century will
be more significant than GW150914. However, it is not
so significant as to call into question the assumption used
here that BBH coalescences are distributed uniformly
in comoving volume and source time. As we accumu-
late more BBH sources with ongoing Advanced LIGO
observing runs, we will eventually be able to test this
assumption. Similarly, as we accumulate more sources
and observation time, we will learn more about the mass
distribution of BBH systems. This is only the beginning.
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Based on all O1 events. 
LVC 2016, arXiv:1606.04856

Based on GW150914 alone. 
LVC 2016, PRL, arXiv:1602.03842

• Based on O1: 
~10 BBHs by O2, ~100 by O3 (!!) 

• Both distinctive single-object analysis 
and population statistics 
 
→ History of stellar BH masses and spins 
through cosmic time

• Even more exciting: 
more highly asymmetric masses, spin 
precession, binary neutron star and 
neutron star–black hole mergers 

• An alert every 1–2 weeks 
 
→ Alerts with distance and GW 
classification must go out within half an 
hour (~1 minute, with more practice!)

WHERE WE WILL GO IN O2

https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.04856
http://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03842


SCIENCE OUTREACH 
How to get started with LIGO/Virgo alerts

• Minimize surprise by 
reusing technologies 
with heritage: GCN, 
FITS, HEALPix 

• Rich sample catalogs, 
modern and simple 
toolchain (Astropy, 
Healpy, PyGCN) 

• Sample code, 
tutorials, and more

Singer+ 2014 (arXiv:1404.5623) 
Berry+ 2015 (arXiv:1411.6934) 
Essick+ 2015 (arXiv:1409.2435) 
LVC+ 2016 (arXiv:1304.0670)

http://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov
http://fits.gsfc.nasa.gov
http://healpix.jpl.nasa.gov
http://www.astropy.org
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/healpy
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pygcn
http://nbviewer.jupyter.org/github/lpsinger/ligo-virgo-emfollowup-tutorial/blob/master/ligo-virgo-emfollowup-tutorial.ipynb
http://arxiv.org/abs/1404.5623
http://arxiv.org/abs/1411.6934
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SPACE POTATO CHIPS 
Typical GW localization 
in three dimensionsADVANCED LIGO VOLUME RECONSTRUCTION AND GALAXY CATALOGS 3

Figure 2. Left panel: marginal posterior probability distribution in the principal planes, as in Fig. 1. The inset shows the marginal
distance posterior distribution integrated over the whole sky (blue) and the conditional distance posterior distribution in the true
direction of the source (green). Right panel: volume rendering of the 90% credible region superimposed over the galaxy group
map of Tully (2015). The most massive galaxies inside the credible region are highlighted.

structure to the full 3D reconstructed volumes that can be ex-
ploited to reduce the volume under consideration.

The early “2015” network (Abbott et al. 2016) consisting of
LIGO Hanford Observatory (LHO) and LIGO Livingston Ob-
servatory (LLO) generically produces probability sky maps
consisting of one to two long, thin sections of a great circle
(Kasliwal & Nissanke 2014; Singer et al. 2014). The corre-
sponding 3D geometry is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The de-
generate arcs correspond to either one or two thin, rounded,
slightly oblique petals, about 1–5� wide, 10–100� broad, and
10–100 Mpc deep. The “forked tongue” sky localization fea-
tures due to the degeneracy of the sign of the binary inclina-
tion angle (Singer et al. 2014) are evident as narrow crevices
running along the outside edges of the petals. The shape irre-
sistibly suggests a tree ear fungus or a seed of the jacaranda
tree, or more aptly but less poetically a pair of potato chips
that are stuck together.

The early “2016” configuration (Abbott et al. 2016), which
includes LHO and LLO with improved sensitivity as well
as Advanced Virgo, leads to more compact and elaborate
combinations of petal-shaped regions. In the most favorable
three-detector cases where the area on the sky is localized to a
single compact region, the reconstructed volume is a spindle
a few degrees in radius and ⇠ 100Mpc long.

3. RAPID VOLUME RECONSTRUCTION

Although the reconstructed regions are highly structured,
the posterior probability distribution along a given line of
sight (LOS) is simple and generally unimodal—once again,

a consequence of the Malmquist bias and the universal distri-
bution of binary inclination angles.

This intuition leads us to consider the conditional distri-
bution of distance, which we suggest is well fit by an ansatz
whose location and scale parameters µ(ˆn) and �(ˆn) vary with
sky location ˆn:

p(r|ˆn) = N(

ˆn)p
2⇡�(ˆn)

exp

"
� (r � µ(ˆn))2

2�(ˆn)2

#
r2 (1)

for r � 0.

Here, N(

ˆn) is a normalizing factor. This form is equivalent to
the product of a Gaussian likelihood and a uniform-in-volume
prior.

The output of the LIGO–Virgo localization pipeline is a
HEALPix (Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelization)
all-sky image whose Npix pixels give the posterior probabil-
ity ⇢i that the source is contained inside. We add three addi-
tional layers: µi = µ(ˆni), �i = �(ˆni), and (for convenience)
Ni = N(

ˆni). The first layer, ⇢i, is unchanged and still repre-
sents the 2D probability sky map.

The probability that a source is within pixel i and at a dis-
tance between r and r + dr is ⇢i times Eq. (1):

dP (r, ˆni) dr = ⇢i
Nip
2⇡�i

exp

"
� (r � µi)

2

2�i
2

#
r2 dr. (2)

Double arcs become two petals: 
~1° wide, 10-100° in breadth, ~100 Mpc deep; 
Volume ~30×103 Mpc3

Singer+ 2016 (in prep.)

Singer+ 2016 
(in prep.)

image: “First 
Two Years” 
 
http://ligo.org/
scientists/
first2years 

Singer+ 2014 
Berry+ 2015

http://ligo.org/scientists/first2years
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COSMOGRAPHY 
for fun and profit

Singer, Chen, Holz+ 2016 (arXiv:1603.07333, ApJL, in press)

Combine GW 
parameter estimation 
with map of local 
luminosity density 

Example: Tully 2015 
galaxy group map 
based on 2MASS 
Redshift Survey

Singer, Chen, Holz+ 2016

Singer, Chen, Holz+ 2016

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015AJ....149..171T


GOING THE DISTANCE 
Targeted O/IR kilonova search

Ideal facilities:  
LCOGT (2m) + Spectral 
NOT (2.6m) + ALFOSC 

Discov. Chan. (4.3m) + LMI 
Magellan (6.5m) + FourStar 

Gemini (8.2m) + GMOS 
VLT (8.2m) + FORS2 

Keck (10m) + LRIS 
GTC (10.4m) + OSIRIS

Technical Justification

We aim to detect the observational counterparts of gravitational waves (GWs) detected during advanced LIGO+Virgo
observing run 2 (O2) expected to begin during the summer of 2016. We focus on the most likely counterpart to
be observed in the optical and NIR - a kilonova, resulting from the merger of two neutron stars or a neutron star
and a black hole.
The ejecta masses from neutron star mergers are expected to be low (10�3-10�1M�; e.g. Rosswog et al. 1999,
2005) resulting in fainter and faster transients compared to normal supernovae. The exact properties of the
emission depend on the type of ejecta (dynamical and/or disk outflows; Barnes & Kasen, 2013, Kasen et al.
2015), its mass and its velocity. Predictions are further complicated by uncertainties in the composition of r-
process elements and the thermalization of the radioactive decay products (Barnes & Kasen 2013). Generally,
kilonovae are expected to display an early fast (⇠hours) blue flare (Metzger et al. 2015) followed by a relatively
faint (Mi ⇠ �12 to �15 mag), red (r � i ⇠ 1 mag) and slightly longer (⇠days) transient (e.g. Barnes & Kasen
2013; Tanaka et al. 2014).
The LIGO+Virgo O2 range will be ⇠ 100 Mpc and the error region for the localization of GWs will be tens
to hundreds of square degrees on the sky. Tiling this region with the field of view of the LCOGT cameras is
impractical. Instead, we will follow the approach presented in Gehrels et al. (2015), which suggests targeting only
known galaxies within the GW localization region. By utilizing a new volume reconstruction algorithm (Singer
& Price, 2015), we can focus only on the galaxies within the 3D error region (i.e. inside the error region on the
sky, but also at the expected distance). We further narrow our search (as suggested by Gehrels et al. 2015)
to the galaxies containing 50% of the stellar mass inside the error region. This brings the number of expected
galaxies (and thus the number of telescope pointings) to a manageable level of 24 ± 6 per trigger (Gehrels et
al. 2015). Assuming that the distribution of potential GW sources (whether they are NS-NS mergers, NS-BH
mergers or other events) follows the stellar mass distribution, this will give us a 50% chance of including the true
GW source in our search.
When a GW trigger is received, an automated script will cross-check the GW error region and the Gravitational
Wave Galaxy Catalogue (GWGC; White et al. 2011) and will pick the 30 most luminous (i.e. most massive)
galaxies to be observed during the next full night. The coordinates of these galaxies will then be automatically
sent to the LCOGT scheduler to begin observing the first epoch as soon as possible.
At ⇠ 100 Mpc the peak observed magnitude of the prompt blue emission from the kilonova is expected to be
at mg ⇠ 21 and of the longer optical/NIR emission at mi ⇠ 19 � 22. According to the LCOGT exposure time
calculator and our own tests we can reach these magnitudes at S/N=10 with the Spectral camera on the 2m
telescopes, using a 5 minute exposure. To capture both the prompt and longer-term emission we propose to use
the g, r and i-bands and to observe all candidate galaxies for five consecutive nights.
The images will be ingested and displayed in a custom web interface. For galaxies in the SDSS or PS-1 footprint,
we will perform real-time image subtraction to detect any transients (Fig. 1). For images not in these footprints,
we will subtract the different LCOGT epochs off of each other to search for changing sources.
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Figure 1: Example subtraction between an image taken at an LCOGT 2m-
telescope (left) and a reference image from the SDSS (center), cleanly removing
the host galaxy and revealing the transient in the subtraction image (right).

159 - Arcavi Searching for Optical Counterparts to Gravitational Wave Sources
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“Searching for Optical Counterparts to Gravitational 
 Wave Sources” LCOGT 2016A (Arcavi, Howell, Valenti, 
Singer ….)

Singer, Chen, Holz+ 2016 (arXiv:1603.07333, ApJL, in press)
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VOLUME RECONSTRUCTION 
for different classes of mergers

GW150914 
A90% = 600 deg2 
dL = 230–570 Mpc 
V90% = ~107 Mpc3

Vol. 
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Conclusions
• LIGO discovery firehose: expect 

O(10) GW signals by end of 2016, 
O(100) by end of 2017 

• NS binary mergers are likely around the corner: 
O(0.1–10) events possible in O2 

• Wealth of information can be learned from joint 
GW+broadband EM observations, possibly with 
or without a counterpart.
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HOW TO GET INVOLVED IN 
LIGO/VIRGO FOLLOW-UP

EM alerts during proprietary period (O1/O2)
http://www.ligo.org/scientists/GWEMalerts.php 

For inquiries
emf@ligo.org, L. Singer, P. Shawhan, M. Branchesi 

Tutorials and technical info
https://gw-astronomy.org/wiki/LV_EM/TechInfo 

LIGO open data (including sky maps)
https://losc.ligo.org/

http://www.ligo.org/scientists/GWEMalerts.php
mailto:emf@ligo.org
https://gw-astronomy.org/wiki/LV_EM/TechInfo
https://losc.ligo.org/

